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ALMATY (TCA) — On April 16, the White House told the press that further economic sanctions
against Russia regarding the escalating crisis in Ukraine will not be enforced unless the Russian
side moves on a full-scale military intervention. However, US President Barack Obama firmly
declared that any illegal action by Russia in Ukraine will carry consequences. With those words
echoing earlier declarations by the US and European diplomacies, Central Asian leaders started
to worry about the fate of their westbound exports. In Kazakhstan, Oil and Gas Minister, Uzakbai Karabalin,
expressed his concern about the fate of Kazakh oil exports to Europe via pipeline. In Turkmenistan, the diplomatic
pressure on Russia revived the negotiations on the Trans-Caspian pipeline to Azerbaijan and on the TAPI pipeline to
India.

Karabalin mentioned that possible sanctions against Russia could destabilize the flow of Kazakh oil through the
pipelines that go across Russian territory. The 15 million tons of crude that are transported from the Caspian port of
Atyrau to Samara and the 29 million tons shipped through the Caspian Pipeline Consortium (CPC) to the Russian
port of Novorossiisk were the principal issues at stake for the minister. However, there are two underlying reasons
that do not corroborate the worried stance of Astana. First, as reported by The Conway Bulletin, the CPC has the
status of “international pipeline”, and thus it would not be susceptible of disruptions in case of sanctions against
Russia. The fact that Russian oil is blended in the traded mix does not make the oil “Russian”. Second, as stated
by Almaty-based KIMEP professor Nadeem Naqvi, “the minister of oil and gas that he can set aside his concerns.
Europe depends from Russian energy and influential members of the EU parliament are openly against additional
sanctions on Russia. It is the US that has no trade or investment relationship with Russia, and thus is asking for
Europe to join in imposing additional sanctions. Europe will simply not go along with the US on this matter.”

In his latest public appearances, Russian President Vladimir Putin addressed the issue of mutual dependence on
energy trade with Europe. In his opinion, the problem is Ukraine, with its unpredictable transit issues and its large
debt. In fact, it was Putin, on April 10, who threatened to cut off gas supplies to Europe in case Ukraine did not pay
back $2.2 billion to Gazprom. In 2013, 55% of Russian gas exports to Europe passed via Ukraine. Gazprom
purchases natural gas in Central Asia to fulfill the capacity of the pipelines that go through Ukraine. Most of the 32.8
billion cubic meters (bcm) that were purchased in 2013, mainly from Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan, served the
Ukrainian and European markets. In light of these developments, it is not surprising that Turkmen President
Gurbanguly Berdymukhammedov is seeking new avenues for the export of his country's gas.

Notwithstanding the animosity between Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan, the discussion about the Trans-Caspian
corridor resumed. With the diplomatic row between Europe and Russia, Brussels is looking at Baku as a potential
alternative source of natural gas, an objective that can be profitably reached only if Turkmenistan connects its gas
fields to the pipeline system that will bring Caspian gas to Europe. In addition, Berdymukhammedov indicated his
desire of starting the works for the Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India pipeline, commonly known as TAPI.
An original project planned by Unocal in the mid-nineties, TAPI had an unlucky fate when the Afghan situation
deteriorated and, most importantly, when “Operation Enduring Freedom” deployed foreign troops into the country.
Now, with the end of large-scale operations and thanks to a less tense environment, Turkmenistan has re-launched
the idea of the construction of the pipeline. With pipelines that go to China and Iran, Turkmenistan wishes to further
diversify its export options to the south and to the west, in order to diminish its dependence on Russia.

Still, economic sanction, especially the ones targeted to the Russian energy sector, seem unlikely. In general,
however, Central Asian leaders seized the opportunity to voice their discomfort with a tight dependence on Russia
as a buyer and transit country for their hydrocarbons. The rumors about improbable sanctions against Russia came
as a perfect excuse for Ashgabat and Astana to call for the diversification of their export outlets.
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